
Hopkins Flag Football Rules

Spirit of the Rules
Coaches, Players, and Parents must remember the rules are defined to create the most beneficial 
experience for the players. Coaches must remember that the games are to be played for the players and 
not for the Coaches or Parents creating the Spirit of the Rules.

Coaches
1. Coaches are selected based on their willingness to coach and ability to work with young 

individuals and not solely on their technical football knowledge. Coaches are required to abide 
by the Coaches Code of Conduct that can be found at the end of this document, and the overall 
philosophy of the Hopkins Football League. Coaches must remember the program is for players 
and not for the Coaches.

2. Coaches must pass a background screening and complete HFL required training, including but 
not limited to, concussion and abuse prevention training;

3. One coach per team may be present on the actual playing field during Games to assist players in 
positioning themselves in huddles, directions, etc.

4. Teams will be allowed 30 seconds to huddle, after the huddle the coach may help position 
players as necessary. The purpose of this rule is to the game moving and the kids engaged. 
Coaches from both teams should work together to make sure the huddling coach is aware of 
how much time they have left.

5. Coaches may not interfere in any way with the actual play.
6. Coaches on the field are to remain silent until the play is over, and should not yell instructions 

during the play.
7. Coaches will use the playbook and plays that are issued by HFL; variances to these standard 

plays are not allowed.  This again is to help keep the game moving.

Equipment
1. A team jersey and flag belt are provided by the association and players to wear equipment each 

practice/game.
2. Players are required to wear mouth pieces during all games and practices.
3. Players must have shirts and jerseys tucked in pants or shorts with flags properly displayed. 

Make your best effort to make sure your players do not have any loose ends of their belt or shirt 
interfering with the ability to pull their flags.

4. Flags may not be wrapped around belt loops or the belt.
5. Every player must wear a flag belt.
6. Teams will use the football provided by their league.  Footballs size shall be “Pee Wee” for 

Lombardi (K-2nd ) and Shula (3rd/4th grade) divisions and “Juniors” for Madden (5th/6th grade) 
divisions.  



Team Formation
1. Players are assigned to teams by friend requests, elementary school, and by registration time 

stamp.  Friend request will be attempted to be accommodated but not guaranteed.  
2. Priorities are first to ensure that players may play on teams with others from friend requests 

and/or the same school.
3. If a school is able to fill one team roster, and fill or nearly fill a second roster, the team rosters 

will be split by half and combined with another school(s) to form a complete team.
4. Team size will target 9-11 kids for 7 on 7 leagues to maximize playing time.  Team size will target 

7-8 kids for 5 on 5 leagues to maximize playing time.  

Weight Restrictions
1. There are no weight restrictions for flag football.

Divisions Definitions
1. Divisions shall based on grades of child entering into the Fall School Year.  
2. Lombardi Division will have grades Kindergarten, 1st, and 2nd 
3. Shula Divisions will have grades 3rd and 4th.  
4. Madden Divisions will have grades 5th and 6th.  

Practices & Games
1. The goal of Hopkins Flag Football is to develop skills necessary for playing the game of football.  

All games shall include a period for skill development before games.  Formats, by divisions, shall 
generally follow the following format: 

2. All practices shall include 10 minute dynamic warm up prior to any skills activities.  
3. Lombardi (K-2) Division: 

a. Practice/Games to be held on Saturdays only.  
b. First week shall consist of 60-minute practice and all other weeks shall consist of 10 

minute dynamic warmup, 20 to 30 minute practice followed by 30 minute game.  
c. Games will consist of 5 active players on the field per team (5 v. 5), plus one coach per 

team is allowed on the field during play.  One coach, if available, will be on the sideline 
organizing the players.  

d. Games will consist of one 30-minute game with a recommended 5-minute time out at 
the midpoint of the game.  

4. Shula (3-4) Divisions:
a. Team Practices will be on Wednesdays starting 2 weeks before Labor Day and 

Wednesday & Saturdays following Labor Day.  
b. Wednesday format will be 120 minute practice for first 3 weeks and the 120 minute 

practice & game on following weeks) (10 minute dynamic warm up, 50 minute practice, 
followed by 60 minute game slot).  

c. Saturday format will be 10 minute dynamic warm up, 50 minute practice, followed by 60 
minute game slot.  

d. Games will consist of 7 active players on the field per team (7 v. 7), plus one coach per 
team is allowed on the field during play.  One coach, if available, will be on the sideline 



organizing the players.  2019 Modifier – If numbers don’t allow 7 on 7, teams will be 
allowed to play 6 on 6 with Coach snap at Center (non-player)

e. Games shall consist of 10 minute pre-game, two 20-minute halves with a 5 minute 
halftime.  

5. Madden (5-6) Division: 
a. Team Practices will be on Wednesdays starting 2 weeks before Labor Day and 

Wednesday & Saturdays following Labor Day.  
b. Wednesday format will be 120 minute practice for first 3 weeks and the 120 minute 

practice & game on following weeks) (10 minute dynamic warm up, 50 minute practice, 
followed by 60 minute game slot).  

c. Saturday format will be 10 minute dynamic warm up, 50 minute practice, followed by 
45-60 minute game time.  

d. Games shall consist of 10 minute pre-game, two 25-minute halves with 5 minute 
halftime. 

e. Games will consist of 7 active players on the field per team (7 v. 7).  One coach is 
allowed on the field for the first half of the season with a goal to to transition to sideline 
play calling for last half of the season.  One coach, if available, will be on the sideline 
organizing the players.  

Scoring and Timekeeping
1. Games shall be running time with the exception of time stoppage for injuries and time outs 

in the last 2 minutes of each half.  
2. It is best to select a parent with a stop watch, timer or smart phone to keep time of play.  

The parent shall give a time warning at 5, 2, and 0 minutes of each half.  
3. Scoring 

a. 6 points for a touchdown
b. 1 point for a PAT from the 2.5 yard line.
c. 2 points for PAT from 10 yard line if the team elects to go for two point conversion. 
d. 2 points for safety or loss of flag in the end zone.  A safety occurs when the ball carrier is 

declared down in his own end zone.  They can be called down when their flags are 
pulled off by a defensive player, their flag falls out, or they step out of bounds or hit the 
ground with their knee or arm in the end zone, or if the fumble in the end zone.

4. Official scores or win/loss records will not be recorded or reported.

Playing Time
1. Coaches must strive to provide equal time for all players present, as well as equal positional 

rotations.
2. Full Team Substitutions will be made every SIX (6) plays.

a. If there are not enough players on a team during a game to accomplish a full 
substitution, coaches will rotate players accordingly to ensure equal play time for all and 
prevent player(s) from being on the field continuously.



3. It is the requirement of the Hopkins Football that the players shall participate in as many 
plays as possible in a game. In order to accomplish this goal, after six (6) consecutive plays 
have been completed, a new complete set of players on the team’s sideline shall enter the 
game and replace each of the players on the field unless there are fewer than fourteen (14) 
players on a team.
a. In the case where a team’s roster is greater than fourteen (14) players no player shall be 

on the sideline for more than two consecutive 6 play series.

General Game Play
1. Coaches may not interfere in any way with the actual play.
2. Coaches to remain silent until the play is over, and should not yell instructions during the play.
3. Prior to the start of the game, Coaches from both teams should discuss the rules and agree to 

the terms in which they will mutually enforce penalties in order to remain consistent across 
both teams. 

4. Teams designated as Home team shall wear the darker color of the reversible jerseys.  Teams 
designated as Visitors shall wear the lighter color or the reversible jerseys.  

5. There are no kick-offs. The team with the light colored jerseys will always get the ball to start 
the game and dark colored jerseys will get the ball to start the second half. The offensive team 
takes possession of the ball at its 5-yard line and has four (4) plays to cross midfield. Once a 
team crosses midfield, they have four (4) plays to score a touchdown.

6. Offensive Alignment
a. In general, offense shall consist of 1 Center, 1 Quarterback, and combination of 5 backs 

playing as running backs, tight ends, or wide receivers.  
b. Offensive formations may be adjusted by coach but should focus on beginning 

formations appropriate for the age group being coached.  
c. Three players shall be on the line of scrimmage at the start of the play.  
d. Center should snap the ball using a side snap.  No shotgun snaps or under center snaps 

are allowed.  
7. Defensive Alignment

a. Defensive Ends may line up 1 yard from the line of scrimmage on the outside shoulder 
of the Tight Ends. 

b. Linebackers (3) and Corners (2) must line up a minimum of 7 yards from the line of 
scrimmage when the ball is snapped.  This will allow the offense's play to develop 
without the defense crashing in right away. If the play starts inside the 7-yard line, the 
Goal Line is the maximum distance from the line of scrimmage that the defense must 
be. 

c. Once Go or Hut is said by the Quarterback, the 7 yard line rule is no longer in effect and 
ALL defenders may go beyond the line of scrimmage. 

d. A special marker (that will be controlled by the referee or linesman) will designate a 
RUSH line at 7 yards from the line of scrimmage.  Defensive players should verify they 
are in the correct position with the official on every play.

8. Changes in Possession:



a. Teams may be allowed to “Punt” on fourth down. If a team elects to punt, the opposing 
team will take position of the ball half way between end-zone (that they defend) and 
mid-field.

b. If the offense fails to score the ball changes possession and the new offensive team 
starts its drive at the previous line of scrimmage.

c. If the offense fails to cross mid-field the ball changes possession and the new offensive 
team takes possession at mid-field.

9. Interceptions 
a. Lombardi (K-2):  Interceptions may not be advanced.  Ball is called dead upon 

interception and spotted at the location where the ball was caught.  
b. Shula (3-4) and Madden (5-6) Divisions:  Interceptions may be advanced and the play is 

live.  
c. Full Team Substitutions should not occur after an interception, unless the turnover 

happens on the 6th play of a series.
10. Motion 

a. All offensive players must come to complete stop for 1 second before the ball is 
snapped.  Movement by a player who is set or a player who runs towards the line of 
scrimmage while in motion is considered a false start.

b. Lombardi (K-2) & Shula (3-4) Divisions - There is to be no offensive movement after the 
players are set (i.e. no motion is allowed).  

c. Madden Division (5-6) – Motion is allowed.  One offensive player may go into motion 
before the start of the play.  Offensive players must come to a complete stop for 1 
second before the ball is snapped, unless he is the one player in motion.  One player at a 
time may go in motion, 1 yard beyond and parallel to the line of scrimmage.   No motion 
is allowed towards the line of scrimmage.

11. Rushing 
a. Defensive players may not cross the line of scrimmage until either a “5-MISSISSIPPI” 

count, ball is transitioned to running back, or until the point when the ball leaves the 
quarterback’s hands, whichever comes first.

b. The OFFENSIVE coach is responsible for counting down the rush for the defense. After 
the snap the coach should clearly say out loud “1-Mississippi, 2-Mississippi, 3- 
Mississippi, 4-Mississippi, 5-Mississippi”.

c. The “QB-Veer” offensive play will bring into question this rule. Defensive players will be 
allowed to cross the line of scrimmage to make the play on the QB during this play 
because there is not a point where the ball leaves the QB’s hands. BOTH TEAMS’ 
coaches should use best judgment on this play to ensure fair play.  The offense is only 
allowed one (1) designed QB run (Veer or Draw) per 4 series down.

d. Madden Divisions (5-6) - Quarterback rushing is allowed by a single player.  The rushing 
player must start a minimum of 7 yards from the line of scrimmage when the ball is 
snapped.  A legal rush is a rush from a point greater than 7 yards from the line of 
scrimmage.  If a rusher leaves the rush line early, they may return to the rush line, reset, 
and then legally rush the QB.  A penalty may be called if the rusher leaves the rush line 



before the snap and crosses the line of scrimmage before the hand off or a pass—Illegal 
Rush (5 yards step off from LOS and 1st Down).

12. Fumbles 
a. All fumbles will be whistled dead ball immediately and there will not be loss of 

possession.  This rule is to avoid unintended contact.
b. The team who fumbled the ball will retain possession at the point of the fumble, there 

will be a loss of down and play will continue. If the fumble occurs on 4th down the result 
of the fumble is a turnover on downs.

c. The ball shall be spotted at the location of the player who fumbled the ball.  Forward or 
backward progress of the ball shall not be considered.  

13. Loss of flag
a. Should a player’s flag fall off during play in the back field, the ball is dead and will be 

spotted at the line of scrimmage and the offense will be allowed to replay the down.
b. If a player’s flag falls off after the line of scrimmage the ball carrier is considered down 

at the point of the fallen flag and play will continue.
c. If a player’s flag falls off before a pass is caught, the player is considered down at the 

point of the catch.
d. If the ball hits the ground at any time in the game, including during a snap, it is a dead 

ball and loss of down.
14. Spotting the Ball. The ball will be spotted where:

a. The flag was removed by the defense.
b. Where the ball carrier goes out of bounds.
c. Where a ball carrier goes to the ground (intentional or accidental). Once a player goes to 

the ground they may not get up and advance the ball.
d. Where the ball lands on the ground from a fumble, see “fumble” rules above.

15. Screening/Blocking for run plays:  Reminder that this is a NON-CONTACT league.
a. Offensive players may get in the way, interfere, disrupt angles or pick defensive players.
b. Screening/Blocking is encouraged and is meant to teach the kids the proper angles, 

footwork and hand placement for open field Heads-up blocking.
c. Offensive players are allowed to slow/stop/divert the defense from taking the flag of a 

runner by:
i. simply getting in the way without contact;

ii. using their open hands on the chest of a defender. With their open hands on a 
defenders chest they may not displace a defender (i.e. push them backwards 
with excessive force).

d. Drive blocking the defensive player is NOT allowed in this flag football program
e. Overly overt or aggressive physical engagement with a defensive player is not allowed.  

An infraction will result in an offensive loss of down.

Penalties
1. Offensive Holding will result in a loss of down and 10 yard penalty.

a. Inside the 10 yard-line of the end-zone half the distance to the goal.



2. Defensive Holding will result in a replay of the current down and a 10 yard penalty.
a. Inside the 10 yard-line of the end-zone half the distance to the goal.

3. Off sides, encroachment, illegal procedure, delay of game, and illegal formation:
a. Offensive infractions will result a loss of down at the original line of scrimmage for the 

play.
b. Defensive infractions will replay the current down at the original line of scrimmage for 

the play or at the point of the dead ball for a positive yardage play by the offense.
4. De-flagging players without the ball.  

a. De-flagging of players not in the play should be considered unsportsmanlike and 
coaches should  

b. First occurrence by a player, 5 yard penalty.  Defensive de-flagging shall move the 
offensive position forward 5 yards.  Offensive de-flagging shall move the ball position 
back 5 yards.  

c. Second or more occurrence in a game by same player shall be unsportsmanlike 
behavior.  See below.  

5. Flag Guarding or Stiff Arm will result in immediate dead ball at the location of the infraction.
a. Flag Guarding is blocking flag grabbing by the ball carrier or offensive teammates or 

holding onto the flag when attempt for de-flagging is in progress.  Spinning is not 
considered flag guarding. 

b. Stiff Arm is offensive ball carrier using arms to push away defensive players, either by 
body contact or by contact with defensive player’s arms.  

6. Unsportsmanlike behavior, personal fouls, clipping, tripping, head butting, straight arming 
(multiple infractions), de-flagging player (multiple infractions), pushing the ball carrier out of 
bounds, tackling, defensive pass interference (any unnecessary and intentional physical 
contact): Results in a replay of the current down. 

a. The player’s coach may determine to send the player off the field for the remaining 
series or longer.

b. Both coaches on the field will mutually and quickly determine if the action of a player 
committing this type penalty was intended or incidental, a decision to remove a player 
from the field MUST be respected by the player, the teams, all coaches and parents.

Coaches Code of Conduct
I hereby pledge to live up to my obligations as a Coach in the Hopkins Flag Football program by pursuing 
the following standards for coaching ethics:

 I will place the emotional and physical well-being of my players ahead of a personal desire to 
win.

 I will treat each player as an individual, remembering the large range of emotional and physical 
development for the same age group.

 I will do my best to provide a safe playing situation for my players.
 I will lead by example in demonstrating fair play and sportsmanship to all my players.



 I will provide a sports environment for my team that is free of drugs, tobacco, and alcohol and I 
will refrain from their use at all youth sports events.

 I will be knowledgeable and adhere to the rules of the organization in which my team will 
participate and I will teach these rules to my players.

 I will use appropriate coaching techniques for each of the skills I teach.
 I will treat the officials and league staff in an appropriate and respectful manner.
 I will treat all my players and parents with respect and appropriate behavior.
 I will realize that sometimes things are not always accurate and correct and will accept decisions 

made on the field by the current officials representing the on field authority during game time 
situations.

 I will remember that I am a youth sports coach and the game is for the children and not the 
adults
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